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Uke blues chords

After his big debut post on spiced up simple chords, Steve Phillips is back, and this time he's looking at the 12 bar blues. To you Steve... In the previous lesson I looked at ways to add a little something simple chords to bring a little variety to songs that can only have a few chords in them. Instead of playing bar by bar of
the same chord, I suggested a few simple ways to change the chords on one note to give them some color. One place where he really works is at 12 bar blues. It's a structure that appears over and over again, in hundreds of songs, and by definition, involves a lot of the same chords over and over again - perfect for
hiding up!12 Bar Blues StructureLet at the beginning, looking at a simple 12 bar of blues in A. As it usually says something like this - ... and in the video I play it through simple and simple, using chords A No 2100, D7 and 2020, and E7 1202.Adding To The 12 Bar BluesNow let's take a look at each of these chords and
see what we can do with them. All the ideas below are included in the video if you want to see and hear them in action. If you're playing A (2100) with your index finger and middle finger, the ring finger is probably already hovering over the open E string, so let's use it to use it. As you strum over and over again, drop your
ring finger down on the E string at the 2nd fret and then lift it up immediately. You may already know a chord that appears for a split second as F'm (2120), but just like the previous lesson, we're not going to worry about theory - just hear how it sounds. And why stop there? Try to reset your finger on the E string, the 2nd
fret again, but instead of lifting it immediately, slide it to the 3rd fret and then back to the second. And then turn it off. Practice doing this for a while, setting it in strumming. Once you've got that you're more than halfway through because it's the same idea of cultures again... For the third option, you can simply switch from
A (2100) to A7 (0100) - which may sound good just before switching to D7. Speaking of D7, what can we do to give this color? Once again, when you play 2020, your spare finger can enter the game, this time on a string, 2nd fret (2022). Throw it down and then right away. Then you can repeat the slide to the 3rd fret
(2023) and back to the second. Changing the E7 is a bit of a stretch, but while you're playing 1202, there's only your little finger left - try to reach the 4th fret on the line. You just need to touch it to share and then again. And if you can't achieve it, no matter - the E7 doesn't exist very long anyway! So that gives you ways
to play with all the chords in the 12 bar blues in A. You need to remember that don't do all the variations all the time. If you do that, they will cease to be variations, and again Norm. Hold Hold it's the same chord progression as the above, but with C,F,G instead of A,D.E.The previous lesson had some variation on C, but
for 12 bar blues there's another one that works well, just like we changed the chord. As you strum C (0003), drop your index finger down on the G string, 2nd fret (2003), so you play a mixture of C and Am. And you can slide it from there to the 3rd fret (3003) and back down again. Or, if your middle finger does nothing,
you can use it on the 3rd fret rather than sliding your index finger up. Turning to chord F, if you play F7 (2313), then you will struggle to find a spare finger to fall on the string. I've found that more room for different things if you start with F (2010) and then use the ring finger on line C, 2nd and 3rd frets again (2210 and
2310), just as it did for the chords A and D7 above. The G7 (0212) can be changed by quickly lifting your finger from line E (0202) and back down. Or leave your finger where it is and wash off the other two (0010). Or play around the A string, removing your finger (0210) or adding your little finger to the third fret (0213),
and picking it back up. So many options! So we found several ways to make a difference around the 12 bar blues. As always, give it a try, start slowly, practice a bit, and see if it fits into what you're already playing. But most of all, enjoy it! If you really like playing blues on the ukulele, I highly recommend taking a look at
Al Wood's How to Play Blues Ukulele Book and Blues Mini course from Uke Like The Pros. Both will really level your blues skills. This is the first post (and video lesson) of the three-part ukulele fingerpicking blues lesson series. Once you're ready, go ahead to Part 2 where we learn the fingerpicking pattern to go with
that. Blues may have been one of the most influential genres of music in the last century. Songs, spirituality and songs by African-American slaves in the 19th century spawned the genre, while descendants of slaves carried their heritage in recorded form in the early 1900s. Fred McDowell: Mississippi Delta Blues Singer
When people think of the blues, they usually think of a man with a hoarse voice singing and playing along with a guitar. While this is a common expression of blues, it is not unlikely that in the early to mid-20th century people will sing and play blues on the ukulele too. In this lesson, we're going to take a look at one of the
most popular chords in traditional blues music known as 12-bar blues. Blues are characterized by simplicity, repetition, rhythm and pure emotions. 12-Bar Blues Video Lesson In this video tutorial, I'll show you a few examples 12 bar blues on the ukulele. Feel free to watch this video first, but you can continue to read first
to understand how the 12-bar blues is structured. 12-Bar Blues Shape and Structure Before we learn any fingerpicking patterns, we need to understand the structure of the 12-bar blues. As you may have guessed, the 12-bar blues consists of twelve bars or measures. Each measure receives four blows. As soon as you
complete these twelve bars, you repeat the whole shape. This pattern typically uses three chords: I7, IV7, V7. The above chords are expressed by Roman numerals. 7 next to the Roman numerals represent that the chord is the dominant 7th chord. The first four measures of the 12-bar Blues play over the tonic chord of
I7. This means that if we played in key A, our I7 chord would be the A7, if we played in the D key, our chord I7 would be D7 and so on. The first four measures of the 12-bar blues plays a chord of I7. For this lesson, we will play in the key, so that our chord I7 will be an A7 (click to view the position of the finger for this
chord). Over the next four measures, we're going to go to the IV7 chord for two bars and then move back to I7 for two bars. Again, our chord I7 is the A7. Our chord IV7 in Key A will be D7. Over the last four measures, we're going to go to the V7 chord for two bars and then decide back to I7 for the last two measures.
Our V7 chord in Key A will be E7. Let's all be together, if we put it all together, our basic 12-bar blues structure looks like this. As you can see, the structure is pretty simple. We can create a little more interest in this progression using some variations. 12-Bar Blues Variations First variation in the first four bars. To break
the monotony of I7, we can use the IV7 chord in the second dimension. The second variation in the last four bars. For the ninth measure we will still use the V7 chord, but in the tenth measure we will return to the chord IV7. In the eleventh measure, we will return to the chord I7, and then on the 3rd beat of the last
measure, we will switch to the V7 chord. The V7 chord in the last measure really helps the 12-bar progression keep going. This is because whenever you play a V7 (or any V chord) it wants to decide back to the I chord. This variation is used for most blues progressions. Here's how it looks: Let it try itself and let me know
how it happens to you in the comments. Stay tuned because in the next lesson we're going to take a look at some blues fingerpicking patterns! Have a question about blues chords? Post them here! Hey UUers! Is sunny summer time too happy and fun for you?? Restore that cold sadness to the forgotten winter by
playing yourself some BLUES! In this week's episode of Uke Minutes, Aldrin breaks down how to find some Sounding ukulele chords for any key! Here's how to do it: 1. Choose the key and find a family of chords. 2. Take 1, 4 and 5 chords in the chord family and add 7. 3. Play them in order or mix them up to find what
sounds bluesiest to you! For the scammers, here are the light blues chords for some common keys: Key C - C7, F7, G7 Key D - D7, G7, A7 Key E - E7, A7 Key F - F7, Bb7, C7 Key G - G7, C7, D7 Key A - A7, D7, D7, E7 Try them and get the blues! Aloha, -UU Staff You can find all the blue ukulele songs on UkuTabs
right here on this page, stated in popularity. UkuTabs are your true source to find chords and tabs for all your favorite songs. Ukulele players around the world have direct access to UkuTabs with their large and completely free archive of songs, which is constantly updated with new songs. UkuTabs is part of the UkuWorld
network, which also offers ukulele tips and guides, ukulele scales, chord charts, ukulele tuner and more! Ukulele is really great tools to have and compared to many other tools they are incredibly easy to learn. Once you master the basics you can learn different styles of music and we always recommend blues. Once you
learn the basic chords of ukulele blues you'll be able to play a number of popular hits, too! Even better, many of the most common chords of ukulele blues will be sprinkled into songs of different genres, so you'll quickly play both blues and extra chords in your quiver! The main Ukulele Blues chords there are six basic
blues chord sets, those in Key C, in Key D, in Key E, in Key F, in G Key, and finally chords in the A.Most key often, a way to turn ordinary chords into blues chords to add 7 note. The 7th give a chord a slightly different sound that has been widely used and associated with the blues genre. For example, a normal C chord
is done simply by holding the A line on the third fret. G, C and E lines are just strummed. To make a blues C chord, or A C7 chord, you'd hold onto the first fret strings, and play the other 3 chords in an open position. Although it's not just blues music, just by turning regular chords into a set of 7 chords, you can give the
song a bluesy look and soulful sound that will distinguish it from similar songs. To see the song from a key turned into a blues chord progression, check out the video from Ukulele Underground we're associated with below: Learning 12 Bar Blues Form and StructureMany blues songs and early classic rock songs use
what's known as 12 bar blues. To learn it, we'll use the key to the A they teach in the video above. So, the first thing to start is knowing the three chords, the A7 chord, the D7 chord and the E7 chord. The Blues tend to play in strumming down, down, up up. A sample of the 12 bar blues progression in Key A will go as
follows: the A7 is played 4 times, the D7 is played 2 times and back in the A7 twice, and then the E7 for two times and back in the A7 twice. It's easy to see that 12 bar blues shapes and structures are built around 12 bars in total. Now, each bar is often broken down into a quarter of the notes where the strumming pattern
we mentioned above. To play in the A7 bar, you would strum down, down, up, up. Repeat this four times for A7 bars, go to play this template twice on the D7, and so on. Just by studying a lot of combinations of 12 bars, you can learn a lot of songs. Johnny B. Goode Chuck Berry, Tutti Frutty Little Richard, Thill gone BB
King, I Feel Good James Brown, Rock Around the Hours of Bill Haley, Rave On Buddy Holly, and Folsom Prison Blues Johnny Cash are all based on a 12 bar structure. By studying the 12 bar structures, you can visually deconstruct the pattern of many songs, and that demysstifies them as you learn to play the ukulele.
Pretty soon you'll be picking up on this pattern in songs you don't even know! 12 Bar Blues at the Ukulele in CThe standard version of the 12 bar blues scale in C follows the sequence has ukulele blues chords C7, F and G7 usually Incorporated. A good progression to start with is to play C7 chord for 4 bars, 2 chord F
bars, 2 C7 chord bars, one G7 bar, bar F, and 2 C7 bars. We've already mentioned several famous songs using this progression, including Tutti Fruitti Little Richard, Folsom Prison Blues By Johnny Cash, and some we didn't mention, like Rock and Roll Led Cepplin, Touche on Top, Houndog Elvis Presley and Give Me
One Reason by Tracy Chapman.Advanced 12 Bar Blues on Ukulele There are a number of tricks that you can gradually learn to do. These tricks include things like shuffling, twisting, and seeping down. If you're new to the ukulele you should skip this section at the moment, but if this article was basically a review and you
have 7th chords mastered it could be fun tricks to spice up your style of play and sound. The ultimate NoteBy learning all these blues variations you can speed up your game from total amateur to crowd-like. Ukelele is a terrific instrument and by learning all the chords of ukulele blues you add a large range of chords and
sounds to your arsenal. While 12 bar progression is not just blues of any stretch of imagination, it is a staple of the genre and will open up both your musical knowledge and song section by knowing and understanding it! This is! baritone uke blues chords. folsom prison blues uke chords. lovesick blues uke chords. san
francisco bay blues uke chords. 12 bar blues uke chords. singing the blues uke chords. fisherman's blues uke chords. big city blues uke chords
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